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About This Software

Welcome to GTGD S2 the awesome sequel to GTGD S1, the video tutorial package that helps a gamer turn their dream of
developing a game into reality.

ATTENTION: With the release of Unity 5.1, GTGD S2 is now obsolete, so please don't buy this unless you'd like to see
how to setup an Amazon EC2 instance, or setup a combined first person and third person camera system, or just

support my efforts. I have a new series in development, GTGD S3 and it should be available on Steam February/March
2016.

S2 was made with Unity 4.3.4 and the C# programming language. You can use the free version of the Unity game development
engine.

With S2 you will learn

1. How to implement smooth Mecanim animation across the network even with latency as high as 250ms.

2. How to build and deploy your own Unity Master Server on an Amazon EC2 micro instance. Your users will be able to host
their own public game servers, from their own home, and players will be able to see those public servers thanks to your Master

Server. No need for expensive third party networking solutions.
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3. How to build a powerful combined first and third person camera system. It features:

1st and 3rd person views with smooth zoom.

Orbit so that you can rotate the camera around the player and with smooth snap back.

Dynamic collision avoidance.

Player head tilts with camera.

Basic over the shoulder option.

4. How to build an effective and simple networked player database.

Launcher

S2 comes with a fast launcher that gives you quick access to all S2 resources. The launcher will open the tutorial videos, which
are in .m4v format, in your default media player. The videos are in 1080p.
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Payed for it because I wanted an introduction, but just couldn't get the hang of it.. This product was a direct copy of the
thinkings of my complex brain, I taught everything to this developer and he knows it. You may be wondering how this is
possible, but I assure you it is. I tapped into the quantum field and delivered all of his knowledge to him while he slept, he
peacefully accepted this, and used it without my knowing. he is just rehashing my knowledge into a whipped up pile of doggy do
do
. Just picked it up today and did up to and including video 2 of 11 videos and so far it's been great and an with a most amazing
price to boot!

S2 covers advanced topics and takes you beyond where S1 leaves off. So if you have not already done S1 go get it and it it first
and then do S2. The great thing is right now S1 is like $2 so pick both up to lock in the saving and do S1 which will take you a
good amount of time since its huge easily 3x longer than S2 and then after completely finishing S1 do S2.

Honestly you won't get videos, tutorials, starter unity projects for this kind of money anywhere. You will easily pay $25, $50 or
more... He covers things step by step and completely. Not like on many websites which drop leave you in the middle of a topic
and then they never get around to finishing it and go to some other topic in fits in starts... Not here...

He gives you every thing you need and walks you step by step through the subject matter in the videos.

Plus the new steam launcher the he's uses for S2 is is so much better than the original one that he used in S1 and it makes it so
much easier to get to the the different content that comes with S2.

Not only do you get videos with step by step instructions, but you get complete source code and project files and notes and also
exectubables and the rights to use them in your game.

So I can't wait to when I can watch the upcoming videos and learn how he did those things and compare it to how I've been
doing them and others have been doing them...

I will update this review as I progress through the totorials, but so far I whole heartenly recommend S2 its takes you from where
S1 left off into more advance topics that anyone contemplating creating a video game using Unity will need to learn.. I love the
GTGD series its fun its informitive and it is a bargin. If you want to be a game developer but dont know where to start look
here.. The Gamer To Game Developer series is one of the most informative and thorough Unity3D tutorials around in my
experience. If you want to learn about how to make multiplayer games I would highly recommend this product. The first season
is also very good and teaches basics about the Unity engine as well as some more advanced topics, so pick that up too if you
haven't already. Being this cheap anyone can afford it and even if the price was higher it would still be worth every last cent..
Time for me to kill some time and learn :)

PEACE \\\/. I was waiting for this some time now and it is amazing. Easy to follow, and he explains things really good. I learned
almost everything in unity from these tutorials. If you want to learn how to make a game this is definitely a must-have!
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If you want a comprehensive overview of multiplayer networking using a reliable and affordable system plus some help with the
mecanime system and more..... then this package is full of well presented and easy to read code examples that are a great base to
get you started on your way. I recommend you also get the S1 series if your starting out as it's got soooo many examples and
pointers to help give you a flying start.....very nice work GTGD!. I highly recomend this software only to the people who have
used unity in the past and that are looking for something to look back on. I would recomend this game to any one of my friends..
It's pretty good content and is well worth the time to watch the pack didn't help me, but I'm a computer sci guru. but not
everyone is. what I think this pack needs is to add maybe (how to blend a wave anim into a RPC that would help alot of people I
see on the forms. I seen your work on guild, I was wondering if you your thinking of doing some RTS stuff like c&c. I see alot
of tutorial of them, but there horrerable. I believe this would be a very interesting add to the GTGD. love the learning format,
you have for teaching people.. Yes this the best app to learning unity from nothing!
Im 13 years old and im dreaming to develop about game from 10 years old and i got nothing XD
But now i fjust recently found this and recently bought it!
And im very sure this is where im star to develop a game after 3 years XD
Very recomended and better buy S1 first!
Hopefully i can understand this and "Coding" Thing XD
And yup my wish for this app is i hope they will add subtitles, so i can more easily understand!

9\/10!. This complete pack of tutorials is amazing! it is so clear and just perfect to understand thank you so much for making
this GTGD very well made, i'm impressed! Cant wait to be seeing S3 of these tutorial series!. Ultimately S2 was a much
different experiene for me than S1.
The videos are shorter, but there's alot less of them.
There was less wonder, less new things to discover.
And there's not really a finished product at the end of the series like there was with S1, I felt a bit dissapointed.'
That being said it is still useful if you're more experienced with Unity and looking for specific explanations to something you
want to work on.
It's also a good opportunity to expand upon what you learnt in S1.

Thumbs sideways for this one.

I guess I'm just one dev.

In a sea of millions.. An amazing tool for learning about aspects of game development.. I love this guy.

Clear and calm voice,takes time to explain how things work.I use to follow S1 for some time until got familiar with C#....so I
bought this for just teh sake of support.

GG keep them coming!
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